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 Abstract: Ice co[e  drMing ls oplimized  by analyzing  the main  factors 
that

influence the drilling time. These i'uctors are the depth ofthe  bore-hole, power  of

the driving motor  of  the winch,  mean  speed  ef  towering and  hoisting, spced.of

penetrauon. penetration pcr run  and  ume  olsurface  operation$.  One  ofthe  
ma.)or

characteristics
 which  iniluences the drMing  time  is the mean  truvel speed,  This

paper presents the equations  I'or caLculation  ot' the meun  trax,cls speed  depending

on  the depth of  drllling and  othcr  t'actors.

  The  infiuence ef  the main  factors on  the total timc  is analyzed.  The  mean

travels speed  is a  more  significant factor than  penetration per run,  The  
inEluence

of  the power  e['the  winch  driving motor  is similar  to that  ofthe  mean  travel speed,

Determination of  the optimnl  vulues  of  t'actors allew  optimization  of  deep ice

drilling accounting  thr the features of  dri[ling.

    The  mest  effectiNe  way  to analyze  the material  composition  and  dynamics of  ice

masses  deposited in potar regions  is drilling of  bore-holes w'ith  complete  recover\  of  
lhe

cores.  One  of  the major  characteristics  w'hich  influence drilling time  and  po",er input  
is

the mean  travel speed  (iu), to determine which  it is necessary  to know  the law of  drill

movement  during lowering and  hoisting (Bobin et ai., 1988: Vasiliev and  Kudryashov,

I993), Generally the difi'erential equation  of  drill movement  in a  bore-hole is:

                       md?-=F--
 G'-  Ph- Gt'･ (])

                         dt

xN'here m  is the mass  of  the moving  drM, kg; y  is the speed  of  drill movement,  m/s;  t is

the travel time  ot' the drill, s; F  is the force on  the hook. N; G' and  Gf are  respectively  the

"'eight  of  the drM and  weight  of  the hoisting cable  in liquid, N; Ph is force of  hydraulic

resistance.  N.

    For conditions  of  ice drilling by core  drills on  the hoisting cable  the left side  of  eq.

(l) is rather  small,  Since m'(dy/dt)  ::O,  we  haN'ei

                           F=  Gf+P,,+  G,f. (2)

    The  weight  of  the drill and  weight  of  the cable  in liquid can  be calculated  from:

                            G'-  G(-zPl,-)- (3)

                              G,C=Hyf, (4)

where  p, is the mean  density of  drill rnaterial.  kg/m]: G is the weight  of  the drill in air,
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kg; p is the bore-hole liquid density, kg/m]: H  js the bore-hole depth. m;  and  7,Lf is the
weight  of  ene  meter  of  cable  in liquid, N/m,

    The  force of  hydraulic resistunce  during movement  of  the drill is determined frQm
(Vasiliev and  Kudryashov, 1993)

                           R,=fi,vi 
T.S,

 (5)
where

     P:=4.62･IO 
](l.os+26-9)[1+1.63(

 2-)ii"]: yo2fipidm,s-3(1+g)'iiS,  (6)

where  6 is the radial clearance  between the surface  of  the drM and  "'alls  of  the bore-hole,
m;  d is the diameter ofthe  drill, m;  t is the length ofthe  drill, m;  and  v is the coeMcient

of  kinematic viscosity  of  the bore-hole fluid, m2!s.

    During hoisting the force F  in eq. (2) can  be determined from the fo11owing equa-
tion:

                            F,. "N', a)
                                v

where  A" is the power  of  the "'inch,  motor  taking  into uccount  the coeMcient  of  perform-
ance,  W.

    Having substituted  (3), (4), (5) and  (7) into eq, (2), we  obtain:

                      N'  =-  (G'+ HMf)v+  rsi v2  
'5,

 (8)

    The  mean  hoistjng speed  of  the drill from depth H  to the surface  can  be determined
using  integral calculus.  But concerning  speed  eq. (8) is transcendental,  so  we  solve  it
relative  to depth H:

                  H==  H(v) ==  ±/(7Vv' 
-fi, tri7s-a)  (g)

   It is possible to write  the fo11owing equation:

                    H,vmf=H,yo,+XllfiH(v)dv, (lo)

where  v.i, poi and  ub･ accordingly  mean,  initial and  final hoisting speed  in run  number  i,
m/s.

   Hence,

                     ..,=  
Ht
 
yc]t+.LHI,l

'H(tr.)Td.y-,

 (i i)

where

             Xll"H(v)dv=- 7,-( Ar' in y-- E7is v27s-  G'v) ]ll,. (i2)

   Limits of  integrating vo and  v.f we  can  determine from eq. (8).
   If H  ==-  H,

                    ,V'  :(G'+H,"t)im,+Ptailr,5.  (13)
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   Jf H  ,::O

                         N'  =,'  G' ufit5] vi'i'i. (14)

    Having substituted  <12) in (l 1), we  obtain  the equation  for the rnean  hoisting speed

of  the drill from depth H]

                  1

        y"]i=  yoi+  H, v'f'[N'(ln yh-ln  yoi)+(vi,ii5- p;J5)-  
G'(

 uui-  yt,)], 
"s)

    During  lowering of the  drM  in the bore-hole the forces A  and  G' acrion  the drill;

hence eq. (2) will  be:

                            R,-G'=O.  (16)

    Taking  account  of  (5) gives the equation  fbr the lowering speed  of  the drill,

                           yd, m  (-tt)O 
S:

 (17)

    Knowing  the mean  speed  of  lowering and  hoisting during a  run,  it is possible to

detemiine the mean  tt'avel speedi

                               2K･+h
                           yii-- z,,+z,,'･ {r8)

NN'here  vti ls the mean  travel speed  in run  number  i, m/s;  TLti, Li is the time  oflowering

and  hoisting of' the dril] in run  number  i, s; and  h is the penetration per run,  m.

    Neglecting h, as  2H>h.  w'e obtain:

                   2H,  2 2

              '"=  7'd,-7:,, 
--
 zi,!H,+z,,'/ U7=  i1tr,-,'+' i'7' y.,' 

(i9)

    The mean  travel speed  for a  run  ls a function of  bore-hole depth: vJ=u(H),

Therefore mean  travel speed  for the total drilling time  of  the bore-hole can  be determined
               '
using  a  theorem  of  mean  integral calculus

                         ,, -.11.)ilij.(-"X" (2o)

    DurinLg experimental  drMing on  Vavilov glacier on  Severnaya Zemlya, the time of

lowering and  hoisting was  measured  (Bobin et al,. 198g). The  difference between

experimental  and  calculated  speeds  of  lowering and  hoisting of  the drill KEMS-112  at

values  of  rudial  clearance  f'rom O,O02 to O.O14m does not  exceed  11%.

    From  analysis  of  eq.  ( 19) we  conclude  that the  increase of  travel speed  tbr one  run  and

for the total drilling tirne of  the bore-hole is not  eflk ctive in case of  increase of  one  speed

<speed of  lowering or  speed  of  hoisting) only,  becausc ydi->oo  as  v.i-2vi.  and  vice vensa,

Hence, simultaneous  increase of  vdi and  tr.i is necessary.  This is possible duc to the

decrease of  force of  hydraulic resistunce,  the  value  of  which  depends on  the radial  clearance

(Vasiliev and  Kudryashov,  1993).

    The  decrease of  hoisting time  due to increasing of  hoisting speed  requires  increase of

winch  driving motor  power.
    Let's look at the influence of  radial  clearance  and  powcr  ofthe  winch  driying motor
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on  mean  travel speed  during deep  drilling to 4000m  depth at Vostok station  (East
Antarctica) by an  electromechanica]  dri11 KEMS-112  with  the fo11owing characteristics
(Kudryashov et at., 1994): d=O.108m; t=13m;  G'=]800N;  v=3･10T6m2/s:  p=825
kg/m3: 7'=7,54N/m;  n=O.75  (op is coeMc]ent  ot' perfbrmance of  the  winch  driving
motor),

    Experience in deep ice drilling demonstrates that fbr secure  drilling the travel speed  of

drill movement  in a  bore-hote, especially during lowering, should  be limited. In deep
drilling it is possible to choose  the maximum  speed  of  tr.,,:':," 1 m!s.  At constant  power
of  the winch  driving motor,  the speed  of  drill movement  in some  intervals can  exceed

1 m/s.  Hence. Iimitation of  hoisting speed  is possible due  to decrease of  winch  driving
motor  power. This will  work  at below nominal  power.

    The boundary values  of  radial  c]earance  for which  the instantaneous speed  ofhoisting

tn
 separate  intervals  of  the bore-hole exceeds  l mfs,  depending on  the  winch  drjving motor

power. are the fbllowing: 30 kW  4mm;  20 kW  4.5 rnm;  10kW  6mm  and  5kW  10 mm.
In the last case,  limitation on  hoisting speed  occurs  at any  power  of  the winch  driving
motot

 The analysis  of  results  shows  that these timitations of  hoisting speed  brings some
changes  to the dependence of  mean  travel speed  on  the radial  clearance  and  power of  the
winch  driving motor.

    The  solid  curves  (Fig. 1a) correspond  to the case  with  limitations of  the hoisting speed.
while  dotted lines correspond  to the case  without  limitations. At values  of  radial

cLearance  below  boundary values  the fu11 lines and  stroke  lines at the same  power  are

merged  to one  line.

    At the limiting travel speed,  curves  which  correspond  to powers of  20 and  30 kW
practically merge  in one  line. In Fig. Ib the curves  of mean  travel speed  versus  power  of

the winch  driving motor  in the range  of  radial  clearance  fi'om O.oo2 up  to O,Ol m  are  shown.
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It is obvious  that increase of  power  of  the driving motor  to more  than  15kW  is not

efi'ective, because it brings growth of  the mean  travel speed  of  not  more  than 3%. The

range  of mean  travel speed  at bore-holes with  depths more  than  ICX[}O rn is from  O.5 up  to

l.O mfs  (Bobin et ai., 19g8). Then  the range  of  radial  clearance  corresponding  to these

speeds  will  be from O.O05 to O,Ol m  at driN'ing motor  power  ot' more  than  10 kW,

    lncrease of  the radial  clearance  promotes  the growth of  the  mean  travel speed,  and  at

the same  time  causes  increase ef  the bottom space  and.  hence, the amount  of  ice chips.

Increase of  the  quantity of  ice chips  is will  reduce  the drill penetration per run.  The

increase of  the bottom  space  at constant  power of  drill driv'ing motor  will  reduce  the

mechanica]  rate  of  penetration.
    Thus, the value  of  the radial  clearance  affects  the drilling characteristics;  specifically

mean  travet speed  and  mechanical  rate  of  penetration. To  estirnate the intluence of  the

radial  clearance  on  the overall  drilling time  to  depth H,  we  can  use  the fbllowing equation

CBobin et at.. I988):

                   T=-ii. 
2ttliL;

 +  -H.. 
-h
 
L!y

 T, + 
.H
 JT,,H6 , (2i)

where  T  is the bore-hole drilling time, h; H  is the depth of  bore-hole, m;  H6 is the  initial

deprh ofthe  bore-hole, m;  h==h(6) is penetration per run,  m;  yr=y(6,  A') is mean  travel

speed  m!h;  T, is time  of  surface  operation  per run,  h: y,.=u(6)  is mechanical  rate  of

penetration, m/h.

    The  results  ofcalculations  using  eq. (2t) at T.,=O.25h <Bobin et al., 1988) are  shown

in Fig, 2. These calcuLations  yFFere done  for two  cases:  first, drilling with  limitation of

maximum  speed  of  drill movement  to 1 m,ls,  and  socond,  without  limitation. In the case

ofdrilling  with  lirnitation of  travel speed  of  the increasing ofthe  radial  space  up  to 10 mm
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promotes the decrease of  bore-hole drilling time, despite the decrease of  penetration per run
(see Fig. 2). Hence, the mean  travel speed  is a  more  significant  factor than  penetration per
run.  Increase ofthe  radial  clearance  to more  than  10mm  increases the driliing time, in
connection  with  the limitation of  the maximum  travel speed.  Without this limjtation
beginning from i:=O.O045m  the curve  is shown  as a  broken line, This curve  has a

minimum  at a  radial  clearance  of  near  O02 m,  but this value  has no  practical significance.

    The  eflt)ct of  winch  driving motor  power  on  the bore-hole drilling time  (see Fig. 2b),
is similar  to the efi'ect of  the mean  travel speed.  Increasing of  driving motor  power  to
more  than 15 kW  htts no  practical significance  because it decreases the bore-hole drilling
ttme  not  more  than  1%, This conclusion  holds for atl radjal clearances, from O.O05 to O.Ol
m,  that are  used  in ice drilling.

    Analytical equations  tbr the speed  ofdrill  movement  in a  bore-hole fi11ed by fluid can
be used  to solve  problems ofoptimization  of  ice deep drilling, accounting  for the features
and  conditions  of  drilling.
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